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WHAT THE HECK IS BON BON BON?

WE DO THE BEST THAT WE CAN DO 
WITH WHAT WE HAVE AT THE TIME!

Bon Bon makes Bon Bon Bons in Hamtramck, the 
heart of Detroit, Michigan because we believe good 
people deserve good chocolate. And by “good” we 

mean, ethically sourced from friends using real 
ingredients and no nonsense.



OUR MISSION STATEMENT

GOOD PEOPLE DESERVE GOOD CHOCOLATE.

We believe that good people deserve good chocolate. 
Really good chocolate. We source it  responsibly from 

Ecuador and Colombia. Then we pair it with local, fresh 
and even weird flavors. No bows. No satin. No nonsense. 

What you see is what you get. And what you taste. We 
believe in quality chocolate and ingredients. Thatʼs one 
reason why we use honeycomb cardboard to package 

our chocolate. Itʼs important to us to have packaging that 
doesnʼt cost more than the product. It doesnʼt hurt that all 
of our packaging is 100% recyclable AND the chocolate 

is secure as hell when in our custom folded boxes. We 
want everyone who tries Bon Bon Bon to have a special 

experience. Thatʼs why each Bon is individually 
packaged. If a customer would like a single Bon or 26 
Bons, thatʼs ok! There is no specific box size, we cut the 
boxes to order. If you get a box of 2 or a box of 32, the 

box is special and packaged up with care. The idea is that 
youʼll take a minute for yourself and enjoy, but if you want 
to eat it right away, in your car, outside the shop, no judg-
ment. Honestly, weʼve all done it.You can have as many 
as you want! We build the box around what you want, 

and donʼt try to fit you into a box.



LOGO SPECIFICS

DECIDING BEST USAGE

One of the following three logos should be used to
 represet the brand based on the function. 

These Logos are best on top of images, depending on the background. Avoid 
clashing with the logo and imagery. Logos should always be placed in either the 

center, or one of the corners, babsed on where the most clearspace exists.



color

BRAND COLORS

ACCENTING COLORS

We are not afraid of color! We just want it to 
be applied appropriately. Itʼs also ok to use black! 

Complimentary Colors may shift with changing seasons, but 
generally we like bright and bold, or pastelly and pretty. 

Colors should be chosen off of brand colors, or Bon colors. 
Check out Adobe Color online for generated palattes. 

White is always the safest accent color.

UV PMS 2347
#DF1F26

UV PMS 699
#F4C4CD



FONTS

GOOD PAIRINGS

Typeface is a pillar to our brand, so we donʼt want to obstruct it, or 
distort it in a way that looks in-authentic.

BON BON BON
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N

O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

FUTURA
BOLD

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

Futura Bold
Use for Sub-Headings, 

or when Bon Bon Bon font 
is illegible.

BON BON BON

Use for headers 
and titles ONLY.

Futura Condensed Extra Bold
Use for headers and titles
ONLY, or in layout when

space is minimal.

FUTURA
CONDENSED EXTRA BOLD
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

FUTURA BOLD
Futura Medium

BON BON BON
Futura Medium Italic

BON BON BON
Futura Medium

BON BON BON
Condensed Medium

FUTURA CONDENSED EXTRA BOLD
Futura Medium

Futura Medium
Use for body text.

FUTURA
MEDIUM

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z



type type
FOLLOW HIERARCHY

BUTTONS!

DROP SHADOWS

WARPING

Itʼs important to organize text by importance, which is why 
headers should always be larger than body text!

Different levels of hierarchy should never be the same 
weight. IE) Futura Medium should never be used as a 

header and as body text.

All Capital letters should be used in headers and flavor 
descriptions only! 

Use buttons to break up text. Use a red box, or scalloped 
box with white Condensed Extra Bold Futura as a default! 

When adding some extra pizzaz to titles, or to help them stand out 
more, consider using a drop shadow. Drop shadows look best with 

white or complimentary colors, and should stand out from the 
background they are on. Try to add text onto white spaces! 

Fonts should never be stretched, or comprimised, only ever 
arched if some sort of change is needed!
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IMAGERY

THIS LOOKS LIKE

REAL BUT FATANSY-LIKE

YOUTHFUL/PLAYFUL

COLORFUL & CONSISTENT

NOT ABOUT ALEX, ABOUT BBB!

TELLS A STORY

BEHIND THE SCENES

HUMBLE BUT PROFESSIONAL (ENOUGH)

POP-ART

DROP SHADOWS

REPETITION

NOSTALGIA

COLOR!



IMAGERY tips

Transparent PNGS are our favorite! 
They look especially nice on white. 

We like to add some pizaz to our 
regular photos. Think super fun 

(copyright free) clip art!

Experiment with recipe and 
flavor inception!

We like illustration art too!



photography

CLOSE UPS

ADDITIONAL SHOTS

Use buttons to break up text. Use a red box, or scalloped 
box with white Condensed Extra Bold Futura as a default! 

Each Bon should ALWAYS get these three images:

Definitely shoot behind the scenes! But make sure you 
have permission from the Babe youʼre shooting.

Glamour shots can be somewhat experimental, but 
should rely on the standards of the ʻImageryʼ section. 
Some backgrounds that Bons look the best on include: 

SIDE SHOT MACRO TOP SHOT

CELLOPHANE FLORALS DIRECT LIGHT GRADIENTS
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culture

THE UNOFFICIAL BBB DICTIONARY

babe babe babe /bāb bāb bāb/ 
An employee of Bon Bon Bon. 
Example: We saw the Babes Babes Babes picking up trash in the alley.

bon /bän/
An individual bon made at bon bon bon.
Example: My favorite bon is Salty Sap.

bon bon bon /bän bän bän/
A good goodie.
Example: Bon Bon Bon makes bon bon bons in Hamtramck, the heart of 
Detroit, Michigan.

bon box /bän bäks/
The corrugated cardboard box for Bons.
Example: I wouldnʼt recommend putting the bon box in your suitcase.

bon builder /bän bilder/
The part of the website where you can digitally build a box of bons.
Example: I used the bon builder to send your man 15 cake bons.

cruciform /ˈkroosəˌfôrm/
The pink boxes with the orange insides, used to individually package bons.
Example: Shirina doesnʼt like to bend the cruciforms tooooo much when packaging.

display bon /dəˈsplā bän/
The most beautiful bon of each flavor used to show the people what it looks like!
Example: The display bon was so pretty that Elise cried.

flavor card /ˈflāvər kärd/
The cutie card on the display case at any of our bon showrooms or popups explaining 
what the bon number, flavor, ingredients and allergies are in each bon.
Example: We need a flavor card for the Cider & Donuts bon!

flavor tape  /flāvor tāp/
One inch tape printed with the hand printer for each individual Bon.
Example: We need flavor tape for Sweet Potato Casserole, plz.

hand printer /hand prin(t)er/
Small printer used to print the flavor tape as well as the ingredients for cassettes, records 
and floppy disks.
Example: Shirina is the hand printer queen.

manufactory /manyuufakt(o)rē/
The manufactory is the production area at 11360 Joseph Campau. 
Example: Borna was piping perfect lemons in the manufactory. 

meat locker /mēt läkər/
Silver lockers used to store, bon shells, unpackaged bons, packaged bons and more!
Example: Grab me 12 dark shells out of the meat locker.

one off /wən ôf,äf/
A bon that is made once and might never be made again but was so fun while it lasted.
Example: Root Beer Float was a one off Bon for Pamela!

retail pod /ˈrēˌtāl päd/
The corrugated box that fits 48 bons in the display case at any bon showroom or popup.
Example: Kym makes the best retail pods in the galaxy.

showroom /ˈSHōˌroom,ˈSHōˌroom/
Brick and mortar spots where bons are sold! Right now we have 2 (almost 3) show-
rooms. 
Example: We canʼt wait for the Midtown Bon Showroom to open!

special collection /ˈspeSHəl kəˈlekSH(ə)n/
A collection of bons that is sold as a group and comes out either seasonally or in collab-
oration with someone.
Example: The street beet special collection was as cute as it was good!

special order /ˈspeSHəl ˈôrdər/
Any order of Bons that goes through managers, like for weddings with custom cards, or 
big corporate gifts!
Example: Laura Lasagna wants a special order of bons.

transportation pod /ˌtran(t)spərˈtāSH(ə)n päd/
A fancy way to fold and package lots of bons where you stack them on top of each 
other and carefully tape the edges of a corrugated bon box.
Example: They ordered 100 bons in cruciforms, but not packaged into bon boxes.

workshop /ˈwərkˌSHäp/
An event where people can buy a $90 ticket at bonbonbon.com to come make bons and 
package them up on a Thursday night.
Example: My favorite workshop was the one with the Hamtramck girl scouts!




